
Postcode

Dropping off of samples - If the Sandiway Surgery site 

was to close, what measures would you like to see made 

available to support patients living in the Sandiway and 

Cuddington area with respect to providing samples? 

Dropping off of samples - do you have any further 

questions or comments on this?

Yes No

Yes CW82QH 

Again a place with easy access to drop off any samples ideally 

a medical centre No

Yes cw82

Could the chemist receive samples.   Could they be collected 

by the prescription delivery service? No

Yes CW8 2QN

An efficient collection and delivery service organised by 

Danebridge perhaps??? See above...

Yes CW8 2QN There is no solution other than to keep the surgery open No - keep the surgery open

Yes CW82 Open a new practice No

Yes CW82

Again there needs to be Some where local to drop these things 

off. Not everyone drives and trips to and from Danebridge are 

not easy. A collection service could perhaps be implemented. No

Yes CW82 Sandiway chemist to receive samples and pass to Danebridge No

No CW82 Make use of the Sandiway Surgery Site Pick these up from the Sandiway Surgery Site

Yes Cw8

The surgery should not be closed. The Sandyway surgery is a 

drop off point that is in walking distance of the local residents. 

Any other provision would not be acceptable 

Please do not close the surgery. This would leave the local 

residents without a human point of contact in the village. This 

decision is not taking into account that the village would be left 

without a sergers whilst you maintain two practices in 

Northwich. 

Yes Cw8 2 I don’t know how this service can operate. This is a problem that I cannot see how it will operate.

Yes CW8 2 Use the Sandiway Surgery for this.

Would not like to have to carry these on a bus to Northwich or 

would not like to have to walk up to Kingsmead with these.

Yes CW8 2

Again, a hub based in Sandiway for those patients who are 

unable to drive. It is unreasonable to expect an elderly or 

unwell patient to attempt a bus trip into Northwich to drop off 

a sample when they live in Sandiway and have a surgery within 

walking distance. No

Yes Cw82

More efficient collection at Danebridge......my mother’s urine 

sample was lost !!!!, No

Yes CW8 2

Like repeat prescriptions, a deposit box should be made 

available within the village for those who need to deposit 

samples, with Danebridge responsible for collections daily.  

Maybe this collection box could be at Rowlands pharmacy in Fir 

Lane.

Yes CW82

Free collection from home of samples as many village 

residents are unable to make the journey to Danebridge. The village surgery is vital to many of the older residents.

Yes CWLX A collection service- Ian 93 and don't have a car I would be unable to use public transport 

Yes CW8 2

Yes CWQQ

Collection service. Has been very inconvenient-have had to 

keep driving to Danebridge with samples for my elderly father 

Feel closing Sandiway has been very discriminatory against 

elderly 

Yes  CW NL Could they be dropped off at the village pharmacy?

What do you suggest as an alternative to delivering them to 

Danebridge?

Yes cw82 An alternative collection point. No

Yes cw82

I would like to know how the Danebridge  practise expect this 

to work if they withdraw the local surgery. It is their proposal 

that is making the problem. Have they no duty or responsibility 

to support their customers. see above

Yes CW8 2 Again a local drop off point would be very necessary

Yes CW8 2 A home collection service. The problem is of your own making.

Yes CW82

No CW8 2 A collection point in village. No.

Yes CW82

I don't see how this could be done without patients having to 

travel to other surgeries. No

Yes CW82QQ A collection service. No

Yes CW8 2

Regular scheduled visits to the village from Danebridge to 

collect samples from a designated collection area plus home 

collections for patients with poor mobility. For small samples 

pre-paid postal dispatch could be provided. 

Yes Cw8 2

Obviously if this facility were to close I would have to drive 

down to Danebridge surgery in town. Which can prove difficult 

as I am finding out! No

Are you a patient of 

Danebridge Medical 

Practice?



Yes Cw8 2

I would want somewhere that people could access in the 

village via walking (for those with no access to transport). Also 

where they could speak to a member of danebridge surgery 

face to face if required for any questions. (It really is 

impossible to get through on the phone). 

Do not close Sandiway surgery. It will be a huge loss for the 

residents of the village, particularly those without transport. 

Yes CW8 2XP

Would not want to travel to Kingsmead or Danebridge to drop 

of samples. Very costly if no car as would have to use taxi cost 

me £15.00 each way a few years ago. Could pharmacy be used 

for this. No

Yes Cw7 2

You would Have to have a mess of collecting them from 

patients homes No

Yes Cw8 2

A drop off point locally with appropriate packaging to send 

samples 

Yes CWQQ

Sample bottles dropped off at the homes of those who need 

them and then collected from them. No

Yes CW8 2 A new surgery to open in Cuddington/Sandiway no

Yes CW82TB Sandiway surgery should remain open. 

Do you want us to drive 5 miles to drop add a sample at 

Danebridge? Parking there is bad enough as it is. 

Yes CW8 2 Using sandiway which shouldn’t close Don’t close sandiway 

Yes CW82

Best to keep the surgery open. If otherwise, arrange a 

collection system.

No need if the surgery is kept open or a proper collection system 

is arranged.

Yes CW8 2PU Somewhere in the village to drop off or a pick up service

Yes CWLU Again an easily accessible and well serviced drop off   Lint 

Yes Cw82 Keep the surgery open then they can be dropped off there.

If your not well but don't feel justified to call out a doctor you 

just wouldn't catch the bus to visit the surgery in northwich.

Yes Cw82 maybe  be able to leave locally at chemist maybe  do locally 

Yes Cw8 2fh Physical presence in Sandiway Physical presence in Sandiway

Yes Cw82 Free collection Free collection

Yes CW8 2

Ideally somewhere to do this if the surgery closed without 

driving to Kingsmead or Danebridge No

Yes CW82QN Priority at Kingsmead surgery rather than Danebridge

No CW8 

Other than a drop off point in the village the close the surgery 

is shortsighted we have a ageing population and poor 

transport links See abovee

Yes Cw lt

Somewhere local that residents can access easily on foot, 

therefore staying mobile and independent. 

Yes cw82 Use the pharmacy No

Yes CW8 2 Secure drop off point available daily would be helpful no

Yes CW82

Again, any local arrangement is preferred - perhaps using the 

pharmacy? The whole problem with this proposal is the 

difficulty of travelling to Northwich especially when ill! I don't 

drive and can only cycle in clement weather.

Any set-up needs to build in security of receipt and some degree 

of privacy (exactly the sort of things a surgery affords).

Yes Cw8 2 A collection point (local) Distance to Northwich, is not good.

Yes CW82 As answer to q3. No

Yes Cw8 2 Local collection No

Yes Cw8 2

Yes CW8 2 Drop of at current surgery site

Difficult to park at other surgery sites.  Also means you have to 

have transport available.  Not always the case

Yes cw82 more access to danebridge and kings mead no

Yes cw82

Either as suggested in question 3 or a pick up service from 

patients home address. No.

Yes Cwtz Maybe collection from chemist. No.

Yes CW8 2

pre paid envelopes were provided to send them to another of 

your surgeries I just want Sandiway to remain open

Yes Cw82 Alternative drop of point in the village How do I drop off samples if I don't have a car? 

Yes CW8 2LZ Local drop off No

Yes Cw82tb Local drop off point.   Like the surgery! 

Yes Cw8 2qy There needs to be somewhere in sandiway and Cuddington 

Yes cw82

A facility (with an appropriate refrigerator) will need to be 

provided for people who need to drop off samples in 

Sandiway.  And do you include blood tests in the scope of this 

question?  Maybe you should arrange with the pharmacy to do 

those as well.

The major problem for the elderly and infirm is that they face 

difficulty in getting to either Danebridge or Kingsmead surgeries.  

Not everyone has access to a car; using taxis is quite expensive; 

public transport is not really suitable for carrying samples.  The 

last blood test i had was done at Victoria Infirmary - very difficult 

to get to by public transport at a specific time (i assume that 

there is a bus service up the hill).



Yes Cw8

Maybe a drop of hub in say the library or other facility. 

Residents could drop it off in a secure box and this could be 

collected say twice a day. No

Yes CWTB JUST KEEP THE SURGERY OPEN

Yes CW8 2 A chemist being able to help No thank you

No CW82DT Local amenity - e.g Sandiway pharmacy No

Yes CW8 2

It is too fat to drop samples at kings mead or Danebridge, 

there need to be some sort of facility in Sandiway & 

Cuddington which is an increasing population No

Yes CW82

That would vary depending on the individual patients ability to 

travel etc.

Yes CW82 I would like samples to be taken eg, blood checks. Cannot drop off a sample of blood.

Yes CW8 2NJ

If the Sandiway surgery closes there are no viable alternatives 

available to the residents of this area.  I have had first  hand 

experience of this with the escalation  an infection owing to 

not being able to place a specimen into Sandiway and only 

advised to use Danebridge.

This should be done locally as at present.  Without the necessity 

of a 8 mile round trip to Danebridge/Kingsmead surgeries.

Yes CW82 Some arrangements made at the sandiway site to still do that. No

Yes CW8 2 The same facility as in question 3 No

Yes CW82

Again, a collection point with regular collections - Danebridge 

too far. no

Yes CW8 2 could this service be available at Sandiway chemist? No

Yes CW8 2 Please do not close Sandiway surgery No

Yes CW8 2 Local access in Sandiway or Cuddington for these samples No

Yes Cw8 2 Again a local drop off point particularly for elderly, infirm etc. No

Yes Cw8 2 Able to collect sample bottles and drop off at chemist

Yes cw8 2 An alternative local collection point no

Yes Cw8 2 A collection and drop off service. No

Yes CW82

You tell us what is practicable. If the samples are not time-

critical (in the way that blood samples are), then perhaps a 

daily collection by the surgery from the pharmacies in and 

around the previous Sandiway catchment area. No. Covered above.

Yes CW8 2 A collection service, from the local chemist maybe?

Yes CW8 2 A facility to do this in Sandiway/Cuddington No

Yes CW8 2QW

As above perhaps a drop off service to be provided at both 

locations. No.

Yes CW8 2

Yes CW9 8 Drop samples at one of the other surgeries 

It works well in lockdown and could be replicated when the 

surgery closes

Yes Cw81qr

Is there any mileage in utilising the local pharmacy as  a drop 

off point for collection of samples.

Yes Cwxe

Making two visits to either Kingsmead or Danebridge 

unacceptable, for collection of sample container and returning 

it. See above

Yes CW8 2

Somewhere else local. Through the Sandiway Pharmacy seems 

the best way forward if Sandiway Surgery is closed which I 

hope it isn't! No

Yes cw82 home collection no

Yes CW8 2QW

I have had to provide urine samples in Danebridge specified 

tubes (red top with crystals) that are not available from 

Rowland's pharmacy. This has required two visits to 

Northwich, the first to get tubes, the second with sample 

delivered at home! Otherwise I've had to decant samples in 

Danebridge carpark! Without a car public transport is 

hopeless! See my answers to the previous question.

Yes CW8 2

Unless the Practice can persuade Rowland's Pharmacy to 

collect samples on its behalf the only options appear to be for 

a District Nurse to visit homes or for the patients to have to 

travel to Northwich. In either case it would be a major 

degradation of service. No.

Yes CW8 2 To have a Doctor to take blood samples To have a nurse to hand samples to.

Yes cw8 2

Collection of samples, delivery of receptacles.  Again as above, 

my strong preference is for the surgery NOT to close

Yes CW82 (I’m assuming you meant characters not letters)

A local venue that doesn’t require a person to be able to drive 

or rely on public transport.

Any system need to be efficient, not add delays to the process of 

analysis or cause a lack of confidence for the patient.



Yes CW8 2

What kind of question is this? Measures for dropping off 

samples needs a suitable village facility; maybe using the 

chemist’s shop.

For people who can’t drive or walk easily going to Northwich is 

out of the question. Our community must not be disadvantaged 

or penalised. 

Yes CW82 Drop off / collection facility at Village Hall and Library? See above

Yes Cw82

That Sandiway remains open, perhaps in a changed service, 

that meets the local needs. You cannot expect anyone else to 

collect samples. Retain Sandiway surgery

Yes CW8 2 A local facility to deliver such No

Yes CW82

Obvious is to have a service at Sandiway Surgery to avoid 

travel to Kingsmead or Danebridge.  another would be to use 

Rowlands  Pharmacy in Sandiway

No closure of Sandiway Surgery would be best for all the 

patients living in the local area.

Yes CW82

Sandiway surgery should not close. The only acceptable 

alternative is for the practice to arrange the pick up of samples 

from each patient

Yes CWPT

An alternative partner organisation, e.g. pharmacy or library, 

available as a drop off location. No  

No Cw8 2NR 

Do not shut the surgery. How can your patients drop of 

samples with no transport only public buses to Northwich 

every hour no public transport to kingsmead Look at transport age of patients  patients with disabilities 

Yes Cw8 2 I don't want the surgery to close Don't close the surgery 

Yes CW9 8 Collection service from local pharmacy

Yes CW82 A local surgery in Cuddington & Sandiway.

The closing of the surgery creates unnecessary problems for the 

area's residents.

Yes cw8 2 Don`t close the surgery then

What ever we at sandiway and Cuddington say you will still close 

Sandiway Surgery, you have already made the decisions so what 

is this survey about then

No Cw8 2 Collection service. Will there be door to door service?

Yes CW8 2 A local drop off would be the only helpful plan .

Yes CW82

A drop off service at a local pharmacy/ or other centre with 

daily collections

Yes Cw82 Dont close the surgery not everyone can get to other surgerys Dont close the surgery people need a surgery close to hand 

Yes cw8 2

Again,local pharmacies are the way forward. The ability to 

collect things like sample containers and dropping off for 

collection. no

Yes cw8 2 A dropping off point in Cuddington and Sandiway

Sandiway and Cuddington need a surgery.  People on pensions 

and low incomes, or without a car need to be within walking 

distance of a surgery.  How else are they supposed to get there?    

People make decisions when buying a house by looking at the 

convenience of facilities such as a surgery, schools etc. to take it 

away would be a big mistake based on purely saving money.

Yes Cw82 Keep Sandiway surgery open

Yes Cw82 Collection from our local chemist None

No CW8 2

Keep sandiway open as I have no other means to attend 

another practice. 

Yes CW9 7 As above point of contact needed No

Yes CW82

Yes cw8 2 Arrangements that do not require travel into Northwich

yes, where can we take them without travelling into Northwich, 

which is not accessible by public transport

Yes Cw82 Drop off point No

Yes CW8 2

Prefer to drop off samples at Sandiway which is close to my 

home As question 5

Yes CW82 For you not to shut the surgery No

Yes CW8 2 Collect from home No

Yes cw8 2

MAYBE THERE COULD BE A COLLECTION POINT FOR THESE 

BETWEEN CERTAIN TIMES. WE HAVE A LARGE COMMUNITY 

CENTRE!

SAMPLES ARE VERY IMPORTANT TO PEOPLE'S HEALTH AND 

NEED TO BE MONITORED VERY CAREFULLY.

Yes CW8  2 Keep pre-pandemic arrangements Keep Sandiway surgery open

Yes Cw8 2

There would have to be a designated collection point made 

available as there is quite a large elderly population with 

limited public transport to get to danebridge

With limited or no transport some people would find it difficult 

to get to danebridge so closing this facility seems such a 

backward step and not everyone has access to internet or cars 

Yes CW8 2

I would need sample bottles to be posted out to my address 

since I have no transport of my own. I am not sure how I 

would return the samples, unless I were to pay for a taxi or 

courier. 

Closing the Sandiway Surgery would make this extremely 

inconvenient and would deter me from providing samples that 

might be important for monitoring my health. 

Yes CW8 2

Again at the risk of being repeatative, Keep Sandiway open The 

way this survey has been worded it looks like the decision has 

been made to close it.

And yet again at the risk of being repeatative, Keep Sandiway 

open The way this survey has been worded it looks like the 

decision has been made to close it.

Yes Cw8 2 I would like this provision to remain in Sandiway

No CW8 A courier service No



Yes Cw8 2 A new surgery to open within Cuddington and sandiway

Closing the surgery is an unwelcome money saving excercise 

that does not seem to consider the best interests of the patients 

of Cuddington and Sandiway.  The surgery should be reinstated 

with full 5 day a week opening immediately. 

Yes Cw For you not to close the surgery.

Can't see how this could work unless you get the pharmacy to 

take them. 

Yes cw8 2 A collection service to be provided. no

Yes Cw8 2 I would like to see sandiway surgery stay open

I will not be able to drop samples off anywhere other than 

sandiway. 

Yes CW8 2NR

Don't close Sandiway is the best way to support our residents 

(your patients) There are many ways in which that building can 

be utilised. It is an affront to many of our elderly residents and 

takes away the independence of our disabled and those with 

mobility problems to even be considering closure

Keep Sandiway open and save the independence of those who 

live here. Keep the pride of those who cannot travel or have no 

transport if their own. 

Yes CW8 2 Please don’t shut the surgery Please don’t shut the surgery 

Yes CW8 2 To be taken to the pharmacist at the local chemist 

At present it would have be a taxi ride to danbridge surgery. 

(Cost of both ways) £20.

Yes cw8 2

To have a place in Sandiway and Cuddington for this facility for 

the many, many people who can not travel to Northwich or 

Kingsmead.   Recently taxis have quoted £20 plus for a round 

trip to Northwich.   

Yes cw82

drop off at Sandiway surgery or someone from the surgery 

collect requested samples, or drop off samples at the chemist.

where LOCAL (walking distance) can samples safely and privately 

be dropped off that does not entail using public transport or 

having access to a car

No CW8 2 Somewhere to take them eg via local pharmacy (Rowlands) No

Yes Cw82uu You tell us!  O

Yes Cw82

If it were to close, I'd like it replaced with another one in the 

same village, offering the same services.

If it were to close, I'd like it replaced with another one in the 

same village, offering the same services.

Yes CW08

The obvious answer would be to make provision for samples 

to be dripped off at the local pharmacy, for collection by the 

surgery. no

Yes Cw8 2 Do not close the surgery Do not close the surgery 

Yes CW8 2 Somewhere to drop them locally A local drop off point

Yes CW82 Provide a local drop off point in Sandiway or Cuddington 

This would potentially involve 2 visits, one to collect paperwork 

or container and another to drop off. You shouldn’t expect 

Cuddington or Sandiway residents to travel to Northwich to do 

this

Yes Cwne Need to keep Sandiway open. Keep Sandiway open.

Yes Cw82 A collection or postal service made available to elderly patients No

Yes CW82

Again, I really think it is for you to tell us what plans you may 

have to allow such services to continue without 

inconveniencing your patients. 

Sadly, all your questions thus far talk about the closure of the 

Sandiway site.  Surely you should be asking about possible 

solutions to keep the Sandiway site open to service the people of 

Cuddington & Sandiway!

Yes CW8

The Sanduway surgery should not be closed. I have no 

transport to drop off samples else where. If the surgery is 

there and open that's the best way for all patients in the area 

to drop off samples. No other solution compares.

Yes why would you make dropping off samples difficult for 

patients by closing the Sandiway surgery that is within walking 

distance in the area. Patients can walk to this surgery they need 

transport elsewhere. Walking to the surgery is great for the 

environment too as opposed to patients using transport which 

they also don't have.

Yes Cw8 2 Pharmacy drop offs perhaps No

Yes Cw82

Mobile drop off one day per week. Especially for those with 

limited access to transport or mobility issues. No

No CW82 Access to surgery to drop off samples

A patient should feel confident a sample will be received and 

handled by competent personnel within a practice

Yes CW82 Pre paid mail Nil

Yes Cwls For you not to shut the surgery For you not to shut the surgery

Yes Cw8 2 Keep it open, the community needs it Transportation is a big problem for a lot of people 

Yes Cw8 2

A local, secure drop off point in the village but would prefer 

the surgery not to close No

Yes Cw82

Collections from home address is the only reasonable solution 

I can see No

Yes Cw8 2

Maybe a drop box in the area where samples or even 

prescriptions could be posted and collected. Maybe even a 

local volunteer who drives who can collect and bring to the 

surgery in Northwich No

Yes Cw82 Chemist? 

Travelling to and from Northwich would be very difficult for a lot 

of people 

Yes Cw8 2 Local pick up site.



Yes Cw82 Free pick up service

Yes CW82 Could they be dropped off at the chemist? No

Yes CW NJ

Think of the people who would find it difficult without the 

surgery We need this facility in Sandiway 

Yes CWLX Another GP surgery Where would I need to take my samples?

Yes Cw82

Twice daily collection service, booked through the app or by 

phone.

Yes Cw82 Keep sandiway open for this.

Just the above as not convenient 2 have 2 have 2 go 2 

danebridge 2 drop off.

Yes CW8 2 A collection service No

Yes Cw82 Collect samples from the village Don’t shut the surgery 

Yes Cw82

This is particularly difficult if you have no car. I think a local 

deposit point, may e at the pharmacy, that the pra rice would 

empty daily N0

Yes Cw82np 

Somewhere close for people who don’t drive to be able to 

drop them off

Yes CW82

Some sort of secure drop box system, like the Amazon lockers 

at the station, which gets emptied twice daily?  Maybe one at 

the station, one at the library, one on Delamere Park? No

Yes CW8 2 Being able to leave at pharmacy 

Yes cw82

dropbox in the village somewhere, eg pharmacy, library, 

dentist? noooope

Yes Cw82 A pick up service from a local chemist

If you looked at otherwise of serving the area and kept Sandiway 

open that would be a lot better

Yes CW8 2

Personal collection from each individual  home if you are 

closing the Sandiway surgey

What about people without cars? Trying to get samples to the 

other 2 surgeries? 

Yes CW82

Home delivery collection service arranged by the surgery or 

district nurse No

Yes CW8 2

Sample containers to be provided in advance to patient with 

suitable envelope containing patient details. Surgery to rent 

space at Sandiway chemist for secure drop off. Not suitable to 

have to hand over to chemist as there is always a long queue. 

Need to have a 'post box' no


